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Presidents Report to AGM 2013, Lesley McNaughton
It gives me pleasure to present the 14th annual report of U3A Bay of Islands. I’m pleased to report a
successful year, with more groups active, greater attendance at our open meetings, and a small
increase in membership.
Groups are, in business jargon, our core activity. During the year we initiated 14 new groups following
10 areas of interest. Four of those groups have now finished, and so have our longer-running 20th
Century Britain and Science groups.
Last July we started eight new groups: Antarctica, History of Aviation, and two groups each for Design
in Your Life , Exploring the Power of Myths and History of Ireland. Seven of those groups were set up
to use a TV series or an online course – supplemented by material presented by their facilitators. By
the end of this week, all except the Aviation and Irish history groups will have finished. Six more
groups were started in March: Western Civilisation, Philosophy, second Current Affairs and Opera
groups, and two 19th Century New Zealand History groups.
While all these changes were taking place, our other long-standing groups were still meeting happily
each month, sharing interests and enjoying intellectual stimulation and interesting discussions.
I would like to thank all our facilitators for these groups; it is your enthusiasm and energy that make
U3A BOI such a great success. Thanks also to the members who host meetings, write newsletter
reports or contribute in other ways to the success of these groups. Special thanks go to Ngaire Bates,
who took on the role of Course Convenor in January and organised this year's new courses, and to
Marilyn Lescher who has done a superb job as Newsletter Editor.
Our general meetings have also been very successful. Your committee, and especially our Meetings
Convenor Enid Honiss, made an effort to get a greater variety of interesting speakers, mostly drawn
from further afield, and you have shown your approval with greater attendance.
At our last AGM, we had a talk by Stuart Park, the Northland Area Manager of NZHPT, on tunnelling
by the New Zealand Engineers Company under the German lines at the 1917 Battle of Arras. In August
Antje Deckert, Criminology lecturer at AUT, spoke about Restorative Justice, in which New Zealand is
a world leader through its family court system. In November we heard Murray Benbow, a former
journalist who had recently returned from his second two-year stint in Bougainville with VSA,
describing the amazing changes there since the end of its Civil War.
We started this year with Kate Martin, Curator of Pompallier House in Russell, who told us about
Bishop Pompallier's mission to Western Oceania and Aotearoa, giving us a new view of events, people
and daily life in New Zealand between 1838 and 1854. And at our last meeting Ivan Pivac, gave an
economic history of northern New Zealand through the story of the Northland gumfields and the
experiences of the gum diggers.
Many thanks to all those who helped make the meetings such a success – including the members who
introduced and thanked speakers, those who took care of the kitchen duties and those who arranged
and replaced chairs and tables.
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We are now holding all our general meetings in Kerikeri because the venue in Paihia became unavailable
on our meeting days, and numbers attending are much larger when we meet in Kerikeri. We thank Bunny
Honiss for arranging our new venue. The St John Ambulance Hall has proved ideal: with this bright
pleasant room, good blackout for presentations, a data projector and stand provided, a good kitchen
and convenient parking.
These meetings, and the publicity for them, contribute to our ongoing drive to raise public awareness
of our organisation and attract new members. Our interesting choice of speakers, convenient new
venue and improved publicity, are not only a service to members but also bring in potential new
members, many of whom go on to become members.
Our ongoing membership drive also included participation in the Senior Expo at the Kerikeri
Retirement Village in October last year and placing a display in the Proctor Library window for most of
March. Many thanks to Pam Jenkins, Marilyn Lescher, Ngaire Bates and all the other members who
helped with these events.
And thanks to Margaret Lindsay who has produced a steady stream of information packs for
distribution at our meetings and displays, sent packs to people who have shown interest in U3A and
followed up by email and phone when appropriate.
All these efforts have produced a steady rise in our membership. At the end of the previous financial
year, we had 124 members, with 108 renewing their membership in 2012. During the financial year just
ended, we've been sad to lose one more member but very happy to welcome 24 new members, giving us
131 members at the end of April. We also had 10 people attending meetings in March and April as
guests, with the intention of joining in the new financial year – 7 have already done so
Behind the scenes, the Committee has worked to spread tasks among its members, creating three new
roles for committee members, redefining other roles and producing documents outlining the duties
currently associated with these roles. This process has helped us clarify who is responsible for
particular tasks, improve our procedures and provide better guidelines for future committee members.
In April we had our annual Facilitators meeting for the committee and facilitators to celebrate the
success of our groups and to share ideas. We also discussed a draft document prepared by the
committee with guidelines for facilitators. After this meeting suggestions made by the facilitators
were added to the document, it was sent to all current facilitators and will be available to help future
facilitators. Thank you to all who contributed ideas.
As you can see, the committee has worked hard this year to ensure that U3A runs smoothly and
provides exciting opportunities for our members.
I would like to thank them all, and
give special thanks to those who are
stepping down: our Past President
John Gibb, Secretary Margaret
Lindsay, Treasurer Keith
McNaughton and Meeting
Coordinator Enid Honiss, They have
all given many years of dedicated
and valuable service to U3A.
Finally I thank all our members who
have made our meetings so
enjoyable, enriching our lives with
the pleasure of shared interests and
special friendships. That's what
U3A is all about.

Lesley

John, Enid, Margaret and Keith with our AGM speaker Dr Jamie Wood

Postscript: Now that the election has been held, I would like to thank Ngaire Bates and Pam Jenkins
for remaining on the committee and Liz Berry, Grainger Brown, Maebeth Hart, Stuart Leitch and
Margaret Rassmussen for joining the committee. I'm looking forward to working with you.
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From your committee
AGM Report – Keith McNaughton reporting
Our speaker at the AGM was Dr Jamie Wood of the Landcare
Research Institute in Lincoln. By general consensus, his talk was
excellent. We now know more about Moas than we might have
thought possible and, just as importantly, a great deal about the
wonderful research techniques and collaborations used to gain this
knowledge.
Who would have thought that Moa poos (coprolites, to be technical)
could be so interesting? They tell us about the seasonal eating habits of these giant birds, their sex
and of the six species of parasites that inhabited their intestinal tract (all of which became extinct
along with their hosts). Who would have guessed that the Giant Moa and another, smaller `species'
would turn out to be female and male of the same species, the males being much smaller. The DNA
evidence says that is so, and it also says that Moa bones found in middens were mainly from male birds,
probably because they were easy to catch as they sat on their nests incubating the egg. We know this
because the DNA in the coprolites at the nesting sites is from male birds.
Selective hunting of male birds was probably an important reason why Moas died out so quickly after
Polynesian settlement. Their final extinction can be dated by the disappearance for about 500 years,
of the spores of a particular kind of fungal spores in bog sediments. These fungi lived—wouldn’t you
know it—only on large coprolites, which disappeared between the extinction of the Moa and the arrival
of cattle with European settlers.
All of this was interspersed with beautiful pictures of Moas – based on the best scientific evidence and pictures of remote corners of the South Island, where Jamie has carried out his research. Wow.

Membership Renewal – Subscriptions
The subscription for the 2013-2014 year is now overdue so please pay promptly. It is $20 per person.
Please post your sub to: The Treasurer, U3A BoI, PO Box 833, Kerikeri 0245. Include the invoice sent
last month or a note giving your name, address, telephone number and email address if you have one.
Alternatively, you can pay using Internet banking entering this information:
Account: 02 0352 0020910 000
Account name for payee: U3A BOI
Enter your surname, your first name and U3A sub to appear on the U3A's statement.
Please email the Treasurer to say you've paid online and give any change to your contact details.

New member
Welcome to Di Wills. We hope you'll enjoy being part of the U3A community.

Welcome to our 2013 - 2014 Committee
President

Lesley McNaughton

09 407 6936

Lesley@mcnaughty.com

Vice President

Stuart Leitch

09 407 3458

sleitch21@gmail.com

Secretary

Ngaire Bates

09 407 8219

mikni@ihug.co.nz

Treasurer

Maebeth Hart

09 407 5100

casatres@xtra.co.nz

Meeting Coordinator

Liz Berry

09 407 3202

berrynice@xtra.co.nz

Course Convenor/Almoner

Margaret Rasmussen

09 402 8949

ras1@clear.net.nz

Publicity Officer

Pam Jenkins

09 407 7020

pmjenkins@xtra.co.nz

Committee Member

Grainger Brown

09 407 7247

g-brown@paradise.net.nz
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From the groups …
Western Civilisation: Judy Ramsey reporting
This meeting we covered the fourth instalment of Kenneth Clark’s
Civilisation: Man - The Measure of All Things. We started in
Florence, looking at the changes in architecture from the heavier
Gothic to the lighter Renaissance style. The Pazzi Chapel built by
Brunellesco is smaller than some of the Gothic chapels, and is
likened to the architectural style of humanism. It was not built to
impress or oppress but to appeal to the ‘humanity of man’. Paintings
and frescos included ‘real people’ and the smaller details of family
life; Andrea Mantegna painted the Gonzaga family group where a
child holds his father’s hand, and Jan van Eyck painted Arnolfini
with his wife, his dog and a pair of (clean) pattens on the floor.
Books were becoming more commonplace. In Florence Cosimo de
Medici built the library of San Marco and in Urbino the first Duke
Federigo Montefeltro was painted in full armour (minus his helmet,
which was at his feet) engrossed in reading a book - a soldier and a
the Gonzaga family group
painted by Andrea Mantegna
scholar. The palace of Urbino was originally built as a fortress, but
once peace and security were assured it was transformed into a
court renowned for harmony, gracious living and good manners. It is in Urbino that we meet the artist
Raphael as a child. His father Giovanni Santi was a court painter there, and I like to think of his young
son Raffaelo playing among the airy arcades of this beautiful palace.
Next month: The Hero as Artist.

Music Appreciation: Stephanie Beggs reporting
Our June meeting was a concert, complete with overture, concerto and symphony, the programme
chosen by yours truly.
We began with the overture to La Vie Parisienne by Offenbach, which ensured that everyone was
wide-awake. This was followed by a short piece by Alfred Schnittke. Schnittke’s music is unpopular
with our group but we agreed that it was ‘tolerable’ and that we should all try to understand
contemporary music. Next we listened to a sonata for flute and piano by Friedrich Kuhlau with Uwe
Grodd as flautist and Matteo Napoli as pianist. Some of us had actually seen these two musicians play
this piece at a concert in Kerikeri.
The concerto that followed -The Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, by two contemporary Chinese
composers, Chen Gang and He Zhanhao - was unknown to most. It is based on an ancient Chinese legend
that tells of two young lovers who, unable to be together in this world, are united in death. Their souls
rise up from the grave in the form of two butterflies and they are freed forever.
After a cup of tea we listened to Symphony No. 2 by Rachmaninov, which is rarely heard in its entirety
because of the length.
I finally sent the music lovers on their way with an aria from Cosi Fan Tutti by Mozart: Soave sia il

vento (Gentle be the Breeze).
As our next meeting is on 4th July, American Independence Day, our theme is music by composers who
were born and lived in the U.S.A.

Computer/Camera: Helen McInnes reporting
Due to people being away and family and medical commitments, this month’s meeting was cancelled.
Members will be notified when the venue for the next meeting has been decided.
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Philosophy: Robert Wright reporting
Our group discussed the contents of Reading I. This was a comprehensive essay on the subject of
metaphysics, which was introduced at our previous meeting. We defined metaphysics as being beyond
the scope of scientific enquiry, not empirically viable, with no basis in or relevance to reality. It was
born from Plato’s theory of forms and there its philosophy of Universals seemed to remain, dormant,
until the Enlightenment c. 1700 CE. The modern day objections to Universals and the counterarguments engaged a lively coherent discussion.
This we followed with an introduction to metaethics, which may be simply described as metaphysics
applied to moral properties. We intend to pursue the question that since moral properties are, as
Universals, beyond the scope of scientific enquiry, then how can we know them? One modern answer to
this is the theory of ‘Intuitionism’; this will be examined in our next meeting in July.

C19th New Zealand History:

Pam Jenkins reporting for both groups

This month we looked at the rise of the prophets and, in particular, the south Taranaki prophet Te Ua
Haumene, the founder of Paimarire or Hau Hau as it became known to the settlers.
His follower, Titokowaru, attempted to create
a pan-tribal peace movement but, probably as a
result of creeping land confiscation, resorted
to fighting.
The attack on his pa, Te Ngutu o te Manu (the
Beak of the Bird), resulted in a considerable
number of the attacking colonial forces being
killed or wounded. Gustav von Tempsky, a
swashbuckling Prussian mercenary leading the
Forest Rangers, was killed in this battle.
Titokowaru’s following fell away, possibly as the
result of him having an adulterous affair, which
destroyed his mana.
There has been a series on Maori TV about the prophets on Tuesdays at 8pm. The final episode on
June 11 was to be about the rise of Rattan. However, if you have missed the series, you can catch up on
Maori TV website documentaries.
Next month the topic is the East Coast and the fighting which lasted from 1865-1872.

Creative Writing: Joy Olds reporting
The Creative Writing group read out their stories about crime and came up with some very different
angles, such as the scary thought of predators waiting to attack as you cycle peacefully along the new
cycleway at Kaikohe (very thought provoking), an even more close to home story on Treaty
Negotiations from a country farmer’s perspective, and a lovable but wayward gardener. These were
capped off with a lovely sonnet about an old church.
July's meeting will be at my home on the second Friday at 2pm, as always, and the tasking is on
Descriptive Prose, where you are to write more than one sentence, preferably a paragraph, or even a
story including the following phrases:
A) below it's spreading shadows....
B) like beads of coloured glass...
C) that lay waiting there....
As well, make a writing prompt on food, then write something about, or using, this prompt. The group
will then discuss how you handled using the prompt in your writing.
New members are always welcomed so get your creative juices flowing and join us with your writing
attempts.
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History of Aviation: Maurice Pickup reporting
Our June meeting was well attended considering the atrocious weather. The subject was technology,
mostly centered on aircraft engines. In 1903 Richard Pearse's horizontally opposed engine, built from
a piece of 4" cast iron drain pipe, produced good power to weight ratio, ahead of his time. Two
members found that a successful jet propelled plane built by a Romanian man named Coanda, flew in
1910. Rotary engines were popular for most of WW1 but reached the end of their development by the
end of the war when inline engines became popular. After the First World War nations tended to cut
back on military and passenger planes. When Germany was obviously re-arming in the 1930s, Britain and
France started building up their squadrons but, at this meeting, we didn't go past this time.
Our next meeting will be hosted and facilitated by Hilary Mowat with the topic of ‘New Zealand
Topdressing Aeroplanes through the Ages’.

Art History One: Keith McNaughton reporting
Who is this young lady?1 And why does she appear amongst the guardsmen of
Captain Frans Cocq’s company in Rembrandt’s Night Watch?2 Her presence is just
one of its unusual features. The Night Watch is Rembrandt’s reinvention of the
traditional group portrait. Others oddities include the extra guardsmen, inserted
simply to increase the sense of movement conveyed by the painting rather than to
increase Rembrandt’s capitation fee from the original company.
A cup of tea and a wide-ranging discussion followed our viewing of The Private life
of a Masterpiece, leading—by a route I can no longer recall—to a discussion of the
recent renovation of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. This building has housed the Night Watch
painting for more than a century, and has recently reopened after 9 years. Work was delayed while the
original plans were changed to preserve the cycleway passing under the building at ground level, so
Dutch cyclists could still pedal along their accustomed route to town. Some things are more important
than art.
(1 Possibly Rembrandt’s wife, Saskia. 2 A chicken with
a clawed foot hangs from her waist—a clawed bird’s
foot being the company’s symbol.)

Art History Two: Ngaire Bates reporting
The Night Watch is one of the most famous works
by Dutch painter Rembrandt van Rijn.
It is prominently displayed in the Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam, as the best-known painting in its
collection.
The painting is renowned for three characteristics:
its colossal size (11.91 ft × 14.34 ft), the effective
The Night Watch by Rembrandt van Rijn
use of light and shadow, and the perception of
motion in what would have traditionally been a static military portrait.

In 1715, upon its removal to the Amsterdam Town Hall, the painting was trimmed on all four sides. This
was done, presumably, to fit the painting between two columns. This alteration resulted in the loss of
two characters on the left side of the painting, the top of the arch, the balustrade, and the edge of
the step. A 17th-century miniature copy of the painting by Gerrit Lundens at the National Gallery,
London shows the original composition.
After The Night Watch was attacked with a bread knife, it took four years to restore the painting. It
also had acid sprayed on it but fortunately, because of the quick actions of guards who sprayed water
on it, only the varnish was affected.
This was a very interesting episode to watch.
Next month both groups will be watching an episode on one of Karsushika Hokusai’s prints.
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Iberian Studies: David Fisher reporting
In June the Iberian Studies group met for what should be the penultimate time in its current form.
It has reinvented itself twice before - and could again - but this time a definite break is on the cards.
We finished the excellent BBC DVD on the Moors in Europe. Much of the material from this series has
already cropped up in the equally excellent series East to West on the History channel. But for three
superb tries, the History channel threatens to displace Sky Sports One as the most favoured TV
channel in my household. Anyway, the group then started to mop up the final sections of our book on
the geographical regions of the peninsula, a task we should complete next time on Friday 12th July.

Book Discussion One: Marilyn Lescher reporting
‘Buildings and Architecture’ proved to be too far from the comfort zone of one or two but,
nevertheless, we had a most interesting afternoon.

Napier, Style of the Buildings, highlighted the Art Deco style. This led on to a discussion about the
opportunities open to those involved with the rebuild of Christchurch.

Ernst Plischke featured the Austrian architect, town planner and furniture designer who came to New
Zealand in 1939. His ideas, at the leading edge of European architecture, found minimal acceptance
and, eventually, he returned to Austria to teach. Perhaps his most familiar building in our country is
Massey House on Lambton Quay in Wellington.

Buildings of New Zealanders, by architect Michael Fowler, portrays buildings
designed for many purposes - from simple country structures sheltering
school buses through to the unique Coronet Peak administration building
(featured on the cover). The photos of the buildings are exceptionally
interesting, often familiar, with good text giving lots of information.
We also considered the astonishing Hundertwasser Architecture in a gigantic
book of that name.
Another lovely book, Rooms of Frank Lloyd Wright, gave us a glimpse of this
man’s classy style. His work includes original and innovative examples of many
different building types, including offices, churches, schools, skyscrapers,
hotels, and museums. Wright also designed many of the interior elements of his buildings, such as the
furniture and stained glass. He was recognized in 1991 by the American Institute of Architects as ‘the
greatest American architect of all time’.
Our next topic is ‘Nature’. Wide open!

Book Discussion Two: Graham French reporting
Most of us found ‘data storage and retrieval’ a rather challenging topic. Despite this, we had an
entertaining but informative session.

I Hate Filing, by Sharon Mann, read like required reading for office staff. An Encyclopedia of New
Zealand, 1966, though out of date, still proves a useful source. 100 Amazing Tales from Aotearoa
consists of interesting background stories of varied treasures held in Te Papa Tongarewa. It
accompanies a TV series, Tales from Te Papa, and is pitched for a mainly young-adult audience. Not to
be outdone, Brian Gill, a curator at Auckland Museum, has produced a similar book, The Owl that Fell
from the Sky.
Werner Keller, in The Bible as History, said that Babylonians began recording information on pottery
tablets about 2,500 BC. Prior to this, information was stored and transmitted in poems and songs.
Rather than review particular books, two in the group, chose to outline their attempts to access
genealogical information from the Public Record Office – now part of the National Archives of Great
Britain – and the National Archives and the National Library of New Zealand. It seems that in order to
obtain anything more than superficial information one has to front up to these institutions in person.
Next month's meeting will be held at Eileen Welch's residence with a topic of ‘The Environment’.
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Exploring the Power of Myth Wednesday Group: Lesley McNaughton reporting
At our final meeting we watched Jason and the Golden Fleece presented by historian Michael Wood.
This ancient Greek myth dates back to just before the Trojan War. Was any of it true?
We followed Michael as he retraced the epic voyage of Jason and the Argonauts from Greece to
Turkey, then to Georgia. Although this tale is nearly three and a half thousand years old, Michael
found evidence that such voyages of discovery were made by the ancient Greeks. He found
archaeological sites and centuries-old traditions linked to Jason's story – and a likely explanation for
the ‘golden fleece’.
In our discussion after the documentary, we recognized that Jason's
story was a classic myth about a hero's quest. Joseph Campbell said
that myths are life’s signposts; they point the way. So what can this
myth teach us? We thought there was a strong warning to respect
our vows: Jason was a true hero until he broke his marriage vows to
Medea, thereby failing as an incarnation of his society's values and
earning a lonely and very ordinary death.
A special feature of this group has been the stimulation of lively
discussions that branched out from the ideas in our DVDs. This time
our discussion included the role of social groups; ethnic and national
identity and problems with census questions; and whether travel and
an awareness of the wider world give people a better understanding
of each other.
We all enjoyed this group immensely and thank Iris for inspiring us
with her enthusiasm.

Jason and the dragon

Opera Wednesday: Elva Clark reporting
Carmen has always been a much-loved opera but I don’t think it would be possible to find a better
all-round performance in the title role than that of Elina Garanca. Her singing, dancing, acting and
appearance all made for a thoroughly enjoyable afternoon of opera.
Next month we will be watching Mozart's Le Nozze di Figaro (The Marriage of Figaro), which was first
performed in 1786 with Mozart at age 30 conducting and playing the harpsichord. This 1998
production by the Metropolitan Opera Company has a wonderful cast including Bryn Terfel as Figaro,
Cecilia Bartoli as Susanna, Dwayne Croft as Count Almaviva and Renee Fleming as the Countess. James
Levine is the conductor. 3 hours.

Opera Thursday: Elva Clark reporting
This month’s meeting had to be cancelled. We will view Eugene Onegin in July.

Shakespeare One: Marilyn Lescher reporting
All’s Well That Ends Well sounded tediously long in the synopsis but surprised us. With our full notes it
was easy to follow who was going where and for what. Several of us like to be able to do that.
In the middle of countless comings and goings between France and Florence, Helena administers a cure
to the gravely ill King of France, who offers her a choice of husband. Helena chooses Bertram, the
Count of Rousillon. He reacts badly and insists he will never be her ‘true’ husband unless she wears his
family ring and becomes pregnant with his child. (Which, he thinks, sorts the problem for him.)
Following him to Florence, Helena embarks upon a plan that will lead her to claim her rightful spouse.
Some astonishing deceptions such as the ‘bed trick’ sort the problem and, as expected, all’s well that
ends well. One satisfied member remarked that it had been “a bit of a romp”.
Next month we will indulge ourselves with King Lear’.
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Shakespeare Two: Margaret Lindsay reporting
We all enjoyed the play Cymbeline. Actors Robert Lindsay, Richard
Johnson, Graham Crowden, Claire Bloom, Helen Mirren and others, all played
excellent parts. Cymbeline, the King of Britain, was angry that his daughter
Imogen had chosen the lowborn Posthumus as her husband. As the Queen
tried to force Imogen to marry her own son, Posthumus fled to Rome. There
his new ‘friend’ Iachimo set out to prove - by fair means and foul - that the
pure Imogen would betray him.
Our next play will be A Winter’s Tale. Briefly, King Leontes is seized with a
sudden suspicion that his wife is having an affair with his best friend. His
jealous tyranny costs him his wife, friend, and children and Apollo’s oracle
prophesises that he “shall live without an heir if that which is lost be not
found”. But just as winter changes to summer, so Time, the author of all
plays, brings new life and the chance of redemption.
The July meeting will be at the home of Stephanie and Jack Beggs.

French Conversation: Stephanie Beggs reporting
Four French speakers got together in June for a pleasant afternoon of lively conversation, covering a
wide range of subjects.
Hilary Mowat has very kindly offered to host our Bastille Day luncheon on Sunday June 14th. We shall
discuss arrangements for this at our next meeting on July 2nd.
New members are always welcome.

History of Ireland: Lesley McNaughton reporting for both groups
In our first nine meetings, we learnt about Irish history in
the 9,000 years between the arrival of the first people
and the Battle of Clontarf in 1014. At our June meeting, we
watched the first episode of The Story of Ireland, which
covered this whole period in one hour. This would be mindboggling for the uninitiated, but for us it was valuable
revision of the key historical stages in the island's history
and it stimulated interesting discussions.
Fergal Keane also talked about some of myths that were
passed off as history until the 20th century. Many came
from the Lebor Gabala Erren (Book of Invasions), which
was compiled by an anonymous scholar in the late 11th
century using and reinterpreting earlier texts that no
longer survive. It is a pseudo-history — a mix of mythology,
folklore and Christian historiography. We were amused to
hear how the Irish were inserted in biblical stories;
including an Irishman who collected the best bits of all the
languages at the Tower of Babel to create the Irish
language.
Brian Boru was killed in his tent at Clontaf
Another national myth, in which the Brian Boru's army
inflicted a decisive defeat on the pagan Vikings at Clontarf,
was a creation of monks commissioned by Brian's descendants.

In fact the battle was part of a long Irish civil war, with both sides supported by Hiberno-Norse allies
and Norse mercenaries. Both sides were Christian and the Vikings were not driven out; Sitric remained
King of Dublin.
Next month we'll learn about the Anglo-Norman Invasion.
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Current Affairs Thursday: Ron Grant reporting
Our meeting got off to a great start with Des
Berry outlining proposals for aquaculture
development in Northland, the organisations
behind this, the benefits it is expected to bring
to Northland and the five workgroups setup to
develop plans for farming different specific
species: finfish (particularly kingfish and hapuka),
freshwater fish, oysters, mussels and paua.
This led us into an interesting discussion that
covered the benefits of job creation, the dangers
of pollution inherent in intensive production
methods and the possible effects on tourism and
recreational fishing.

Mussel Farming

Some of the other subjects we discussed included health services in Kerikeri, which will feature in our
next meeting, Kerikeri's wastewater scheme, alternative fuels and the unitary plan.

Current Affairs Monday: John Gibb reporting
Although some had other engagements on Queen’s Birthday Monday, we still had a sufficiency of
eleven members to provide stirring discussion.
An extract from a very interesting article in The Listener was presented; it was about the
parliamentary press being out of control with their pen assassinations of political figures. The
discussion widened to consider aggressive interviewing techniques or commentary, typical of this being
recent verbal assaults on the PM, John Key, by the Greens. All considered that current interviewing
techniques by some political commentators were rude and aggressive, often not allowing the
interviewee to respond. We agreed that we should take a more active stance and complain when
blatantly aggressive and rude interviewing techniques were employed.
We were surprised to learn that New Zealand was leading the
way in negotiating for a new international Arms Trade Treaty
to provide control of the international movement of arms. The
group considered that the cost of negotiating, achieving and
maintaining such a treaty was likely to be far in excess of any
control or benefit. More government jobs?
The unrest in Turkey was noted and discussed. The
performance of the new Pope was considered. Somehow, we
then moved on to the pain of arthritis and its control – krill oil!
List votes came in for criticism, and we were all perplexed as to how we would be able to value our
homes sensibly for the insurers.
Next month we meet again at my home.

Greek Odyssey:

both groups

Both these groups are full and members have been notified which group they are in. It is essential that
members confirm that they still wish to be in the group as there is a waiting list. The groups will begin
in the third week of July; see the course schedule for more information.
Please bring an exercise book and a pen/pencil to the meetings. You should also be aware that some of
the sessions will require some homework.
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